
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY 
 

MODEL C-10 SERIES 
CHROMATO-VUE® CABINET 

 

 
 

1. Lift flexible eyepiece (A) and cover assembly (D) out through top of cabinet. 

2. Slip lamp well (E) portion of cover assembly over rim at back of cabinet until 
flush with top. Apply enough pressure toward front portion to snap over rim. 
Ensure that cover assembly is flush with top on all sides. 

3. Slip flexible eyepiece over rim above contrast control filter (B) with notched 
portion facing front of cabinet. 

4. Place the Mineralight® lamp into the molded lamp well with power cord 
placed to the left. The Chromato-Vue cabinet is now ready to use. 

5. Lift light curtain (C) when placing or positioning materials; leave in closed 
position when in use to block external light from entering the cabinet. 
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C-10P 
CHROMATO-VUE CABINET 

 
The difference between the C-10, C-10E and C-10P Cabinets is the 
addition of a lamp support bracket on the C-10P. The purpose of the 
bracket is to hold the portable lamp securely in place. 
 
To assemble the C-10P, follow the C-10 Cabinet Series instructions 
numbers 1 through 3 on the previous page.  Instruction number 4 for the 
C-10P is as follows: 
 
4. Place the portable lamp in the lamp support bracket. This bracket 

firmly holds the lamp in place. The Chromato-Vue cabinet is now 
ready to use.  Lift light curtain (C) when placing or positioning 
materials; leave the curtain in the closed position when in use to 
block out any outside light. 

 
 

Replacement Parts: 
Eyepiece: 23-0036-01 
Contrast Control Filter: 38-0013-01 
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